
Advantages for Global Enterprises

The benefits we provide are both technical, in the form of 
unparalleled expertise, and economic, with cost-efficient solutions 
and time-saving, streamlined processes. We uniquely offer:

As a global player in process safety, we have the resources to meet the needs of clients active internationally, with state-of-the-art, 
accredited laboratories around the world and a network of experts dedicated to customer-centered service. For organisations that 
understand the value of process safety testing – regulatory compliance, safe and efficient processes and incident prevention – we 
are the ideal partner, combining top-notch scientific capabilities with a deep understanding of industry risks.

Global Process Safety Testing

FEATURE SHEET 

Our Testing Partnership Program features access to any of our 5  
Process Safety labs in Europe, North America and Asia. Members  
benefit from: 

 > A Specialist Program Manager providing a single point 

of contact 

 > Access to designated local specialists for help and 

advice with flexible options available interpreting test 

results and bespoke testing

 > Access to a secure internet site for results, database, 

project tracking, shipping details, contacts and pricing 

information 

 > Standardised test methods & reporting

 > Priority response for urgent work

State-of-the-art laboratories & full-scale testing site

Complete testing, assessment & data interpretation

Support to ensure proper application of test data

Upstream consulting for targeted, cost-effective test 
program specification

Downstream consulting for optimal test data application

Customer-centric and tailored testing services

Flexible delivery

Tailored programs and bespoke test solutions for specific 
situations

https://www.dekra-uk.co.uk/en/process-safety-testing/
https://www.dekra.com/en/consulting/


> Specialised Laboratory for 
 combustible/explosive dust 
 and for electrostatic testing 
 in all industries incl. mining

Bochum 
Germany�

> Good Laboratory 
 Practice (GLP) accredited   
 laboratory

Southampton, Hampshire 
United Kingdom

> CNAS accredited 
 laboratory

Shanghai
P.R. China

> Authorized DOT Testing   
 Laboratories 
> DOT approved Fireworks 
 Certification Agency (FCA)

Schaumburg, IL
USA

> ISO 17025 
 accredited laboratory

Princeton, NJ 
USA

SCOPE OF TESTING SERVICES*:

 > Dust, gas & vapour flammability

 > Fire and combustibility

 > Chemical reaction hazards

 > Thermal stability

 > Energetic/explosive materials classification

 > Electrostatic properties – plant items and process materials

 > Transportation safety (UN & DOT)

 > Regulatory safety (REACH, GHS, CLP etc.)

*In accordance with ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001, GLP, ISO 17025

DELIVERING THE DEKRA 
DIFFERENCE

Trusted Advisors 
with a passion for 
process safety and 
dedicated to 
quality

Pragmatic 
Solution Providers
integrating process 
safety management, 
engineering & 
testing

Global
part of a thriving, 
respected multi-
national company 

Proven Experts
in process safety 
and testing 
techniques with a 
strong track record

Client-Focused
aiming to add 
value and build 
strong relationships 
through reliability

https://www.dekra.com/en/iso-9001/
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DEKRA Organisational & Process Safety

DEKRA Organisational and Process Safety are a behavioural change and process safety consultancy company. Working in 
collaboration with our clients, our approach is to assess the process safety and influence the safety culture with the aim of ‘making 
a difference´. 

In terms of behavioural change, we deliver the skills, methods, and motivation to change leadership attitudes, behaviours and 
decision-making among employees; supporting  our clients in creating a culture of care and measurable sustainable improvement 
of safety outcomes is our goal.

The breadth and depth of expertise in process safety makes us globally recognised specialists and trusted advisors. We help our 
clients to understand and evaluate their risks, and work together to develop pragmatic solutions. Our value-adding and practical 
approach integrates specialist process safety management, engineering and testing. We seek to educate and grow client competence 
to vide sustainable performance improvement; partnering with our clients we combine technical expertise with a passion for life 
preservation, harm reduction and asset protection. 

We are a service unit of DEKRA SE, a global leader in safety since 1925 with over 45,000 employees in 60 countries and 5 
continent. As a part of the world’s leading expert organisation DEKRA, we are the global partner for a safe world.

We have offices throughout North America, Europe, and Asia. 
For more information, visit www.dekra-uk.co.uk/en/dekra-organisational-and-process-safety/
To contact us: dekra-ops.uk@dekra.com
To contact us: +44 (0) 23 8076 0722

Contact Us

Would you like to get more information?

https://www.dekra-uk.co.uk/en/contact-dekra-organisational-and-process-safety/

